Exposed Aggregate Pavers

Stepstone, Inc.’s exposed aggregate pavers come in a variety of colors and sizes. Stepstone still does it the old fashioned way by hand seeding and exposing a layer of 5/8” Del Rio pebble in the face of each and every paver. This hand made process creates an attractive, densely covered aggregate surface that is extremely durable and long lasting.

Patios never looked better and never built more easily than with our 24”x24” square Exposed Aggregate Pavers.
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• Pool Coping
• Wall Cap
• Pavers
EXPOSED AGGREGATE PAVERS
ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE PRODUCTS

Paver Sizes
Pebble Size: 5/8” Nominal
Thickness: 1 3/4 “ Nominal
12” Round
16” Round
18” Round
24” Round
12” x 24”
18” x 24”
12” x 12”
16” x 16”
18” x 18”
24” x 24”
18” x 36”

Material: 4,000 PSI Hardrock Concrete
Type III Cement
Standard Colors Available:
Santa Fe Buff
Granada White
French Gray
Other colors are available-confirm pricing before ordering.

*PLEASE NOTE: Our Exposed Aggregate Pavers are made by hand from natural materials. Variations in color are to be expected.
To confirm color, please refer to actual color concrete samples before placing order. Some minor chipping may result from shipping, but is not detrimental to appearance or function. All sizes are nominal.